elitedali for Niagara AX®
King of Norway opens
Sports Hall with DALI®
Lighting engineered
and controlled by
elitedali for
Niagara AX®
The King of Norway opened a new sports hall in Levanger this August. The site comprised eight DALI
networks directly connected to two Niagara AX EC‐BOS platforms from Distech Controls using the
Niagara AX native elitedali solution. elitedali for Niagara AX enabled ISI‐Tech’s commissioning
engineers, from within the familiar Niagara AX environment, to address each DALI device, create
groups and zones, create highly sophisticated lighting control strategies and provide necessary local
control, system visualisation and maintenance.
The entire complex’s lighting is based upon the open standard of DALI for intelligent lights and the
web via Tridium’s Niagara AX™. This demonstrates the global openness of elitedali to enable
networks of open standard DALI light fittings ‐ from LEDs to Fluorescents ‐ to be directly connected to
any suitable open licensed Niagara AX platform from any Niagara AX OEM.
It therefore provides choices to the building developer, owner and user, as well as significant
flexibility as it can be adapted over time at minimum cost whilst enabling cost savings in energy,
operation and maintenance.

ISI‐Tech AS is a Certified elitedali Partner in Norway who delivered this successful DALI lighting project.
All elitedali for Niagara AX solutions are delivered by highly qualified and successful Niagara AX Certified
System Integrators who have additionally undergone elitedali training to become Certified elitedali Partners
(CeP). To find your nearest CeP visit www.elitedali.com or contact Control Network Solutions Ltd directly, see
below.
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